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Well come to Money Makers, our mission is to make profits

irrespective of the  market conditions and  rise your trading account

balance sheet . Trading in stock market can make huge reward but

reward and risk are the two sides of the same ...
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About Us

Well come to Money Makers, our mission is to make profits irrespective of the  market conditions and 

rise your trading account balance sheet . Trading in stock market can make huge reward but reward

and risk are the two sides of the same coin. So, we trust in knowledge and perfect analysis. We are a

group of analyst who are manage to limit the risk and maximize the profit by analyzing historical

charts and data, fundamentally as  well as technically. We are committed to earn profit for our clients

with immense expertise, fully equipped and devoted team.  Money Makers has been set up with a

view to impart knowledge to small investors and traders in stock market. There are so many advisory

firms but this is first time in India an advisory firm charge their advisory fees after clients getting profit.

After all, stock market ideas are available for a dime a dozen. Ideas, as we all know, are readily

available everywhere, free and paid, but confusion is persistent always. A hundred questions

discourage an average investor How would a 100 stock market ideas guarantee no loss and only

profit. What if the success calls go positive but go positive only marginally. What if I have paid for the

ideas but the ideas fail? Money Makers has been formed to eradicate this exact confusion. Our

unique package system will clear your confusion.

For more information, please visit
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OTHER SERVICES

Advisory Service Software Service

Professional Dealers Professional Trading Analyst
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Money Makers
Contact Person: Mrinal Kanti

4, Bidhan Park Jayrampur Jala Road Behala 
Kolkata - 700060, West Bengal, India
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